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PLT Title 

Flipping the Classroom 

 
Blurb for PLT Conference Brochure 
Two social studies teachers redefined homework by giving classroom graphic organizers out as note sheets, allowing them to focus 
on analysis based classroom activities. 

 
Contact Information (Write * next to facilitator’s name.) 

Name School Grade Level or Subject 

Josh Streit* Belmont High School 11+12 

Kate McCabe Belmont High School 11+12 

 
PLT SMART Goal  

Can we improve student engagement and participation by flipping the way students take notes at home and in the 
classroom? 

 
Key Actions 

- We adjusted our in class graphic organizers so that students can use their textbooks to fill them out instead of 
taking notes from the textbook 

- This was done by reading through the appropriate chapters in the textbook and adapting our 
classroom graphic organizers for each chapter 

- Additionally we took the key terms and questions from unit planner and put them in each 
homework graphic organizer to help guide the students in their reading and note taking 

- We then adjusted our SMART notebooks and lesson plans so that we could focus on analyzing, discussion and 
debating the material during class instead of learning the material during class. 

- We deliberately added more primary sources and primary texts during classroom instruction 
- We adjusted our classroom instruction to include more discussion and group work 

 

 
Findings  

- There was no statistically significant deviation from past test scores 
- While participation increased the “learning” based by test scores did not change 

- We were able to increase the amount of primary sources utilized in class by 3 fold 
- Participation grades in classes increased based on rubrics that had been utilized for previous years in MWH 

- This shows that there were more opportunities for students to participate since the total 
amount of opportunities increased this year from years past  

- From student’s feedback/surveys it was clear that they found history class more engaging when we were able  
to give “flipped” HW instead of filling out the G.O.’s during class.  This data was collected during select units in 
which no changes were made to previous curriculum or HW. 

 

 
Recommendations / Next Steps  

- We are going to fully flip every unit and every HW for the whole MWH curriculum 
- We are going to put all of our graphic organizers into unit packets and give them out to the students prior to 

each unit, collecting them at the end. 
- We are planning on running a fully flipped classroom next year, and continuing to monitor participation, 

engagement as well as objective learning measures such as test scores 
- We recommend putting in the time and effort to flip other classes in the Social Studies department 

 

 


